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3 key parts in current Vision Language Model (VLM):

General pipeline of current VLM

Representation
• Language —> Tokenizer —> Text Token
• Vision —> Transformer —> Image Token

Processing
• Process tokens from different modalities in LLM

Prediction
• Predict text or images from the generated token
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LLM
 Vision

Output

 Language

Query-based Vision token generation in BLIP2 [3].

32 queries for each image. 

Projector-based Vision token generation in LLaVA [5].

256 queries for each image with 224 size. 

Token Generation
• Query-based: Use N pre-trained queries to represent each image 

with N tokens, like Flamingo [2] (N=64), BLIP2 [3] (N=32).
• Projector-based: Directly project patch-wise features from ViT to 

vision tokens increasing with image size, like LLaVA [5].



What if we want to process a 3-hour video?

Introduction

Token Cost
• Query-based: if sampled with 1FPS, Flamingo (640K), BLIP2 (320K).
• Projector-based: if sampled with 1FPS, LLaVA (2.5M).
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LLM
 Vision

Output

 Language

Query-based Vision token generation in BLIP2 [3].

32 queries for each image. 

Projector-based Vision token generation in LLaVA [5].

256 queries for each image with 224 size. 

We cannot afford such high token cost in current LLMs!



How current VLM deal with video?

Introduction

Current VLM for video
• Concatenation: directly concat query-based tokens from all frames, like 

VideoChat [11], Video-LLaMA [12].
• Memory-based: consolidate short-term tokens or use temporal pooling 

to reduce consumption, like MovieChat [13], Video-ChatGPT [14].
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Query-based token concatenation in VideoChat [11].

Cannot handle long video with 32 tokens/frame

Memory-based token generation in MovieChat [13].

Cannot well handle subtitles or audios in each frame. 

Current VLMs cannot well handle long videos!



How GPT-4V deal with video?

Introduction
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GPT-4V process 5 sampled frames from the video 
(1.5 min) and generate response frame-by-frame.
It cannot handle video as a whole!



LLaMA-VID

Overview
• Encoder and Decoder: encode video frames/image and produce 

text queries from the text decoder.
• Token Generation: generate context token and content token 

with the context attention and projectors.
• Training Strategy: optimize LLM and the framework with 

designed data and training strategy.

8/22The framework of LLaMA-VID [15].
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LLaMA-VID

Encoder and Decoder
• Visual Encoder:  ViT-based visual encoder for visual embedding.
• Text Decoder: BERT-based text decoder to generate instruction-

guided text queries, which can be instantiated with QFormer.
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Encoder and Decoder
• Visual Encoder:  ViT-based visual encoder for visual embedding.
• Text Decoder: BERT-based text decoder to generate instruction-

guided text queries, which can be instantiated with QFormer.
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Token Generation
• Context Token:  generate context-related embedding with the text 

queries and visual embedding in Context Attention:

• Content Token: adaptive pooling strategy for the visual 
embedding according to computational constraints.

Et = Mean(Softmax(Qt × X𝖳
t ) × Xt) .

• 2 Token/Frame: concat context token and content token to 
represent each frame in  video.



LLaMA-VID

Training Strategy
• Modality Alignment:  optimize projectors with 232K video 

caption pairs and 558K image caption pairs.
• Instruction Tuning:  optimize Text Decoder, projectors, and LLMs 

with 98K video pairs, 625K image pairs, and 40K text pairs.
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User: <prompt>\n<image-0><subtitle-0>,…,<image-i><subtitle-i>, 
Assistant: <answer>
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LLaMA-VID

Training Strategy
• Modality Alignment:  optimize projectors with 232K video 

caption pairs and 558K image caption pairs.
• Instruction Tuning:  optimize Text Decoder, projectors, and LLMs 

with 98K video pairs, 625K image pairs, and 40K text pairs.
• Long Video Tuning: optimize LLM to support hour-long videos 

with collected 9K long video pairs and 6K long text pairs.
• Long VideoQA dataset: generate 6K question-answer pairs using 

GPT-4 and Claude-2 using movie synopsis and scripts.
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Video Frame: Only for illustra8on here, not used to produce instruc8on data. 

Script: Rose runs along the B deck promenade. She is dishevelled, her hair fl
ying. She is crying, her cheeks streaked with tears. But also angry, furious! S
haking with emotions she doesn‘t understand... hatred, self-hatred……

Script for the whole movie

Synopsis: Young Rose, angry and distraught that her mother has apparently a
rranged the marriage, considers committing suicide by jumping from the ster
n; Jack manages to pull her back over the rail after she loses her footing……

Synopsis for the whole movie

User: <prompt> Create 5 questions about the movie plot, including plot und
erstanding, plot description, plot analysis, etc. Create 5 questions about char
acters, including relationship, personality, behavior……

Instruction pairs for movie plot and characters

GPT-4: Question: What ultimately happens to the Heart of the Ocean ne
cklace?. Answer:……

User: <prompt> Create 5 complex questions about plot reasoning rather th
an simply describe the plot. Create 5 complex questions about detail scene an
d activity description……

Instruc4on pairs for movie reasoning and details

Claude-2: Question:Why doesn’t Rose get in the lifeboat with her mother
when she has a chance. Answer: ……

User: <prompt> Create 2 plot summary of this movie. The first one should
be a brief summary written in one paragraph. The second one should be a det
ail summary written in multiple paragraphs.……

Instruc4on pairs for movie summary

GPT-4: Brief Summary:……, Detail Summary:……



Results & Analysis

Results
• Video-based benchmarks:  achieve top rank on 4 video-based 

QA benchmarks with 2 tokens for each frame.
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表格 1

VizWiz GQA MMB SQA-
Image

SEED VQA-V2 MME POPE ActivityNet

InstructBLIP 0.1730769230769230.5333333333333330.1666666666666670.7625 0.78

IDEFICS-9B 0.2115384615384620.2333333333333330.505555555555556 0.402 0.38 0.418

Qwen-VL-Chat 0.3423076923076920.763888888888889 0.85 0.955 0.94 0.964 0.717213114754098

LLaVA-1.5 0.7692307692307690.8888888888888890.9527777777777780.9542857142857140.953333333333333 0.97 0.907377049180328 0.983333333333333

VideoLLaMA

VideoChat 0.216666666666667

Video-ChatGPT 0.704

BT-Adapter 0.856666666666667

LLaMA-VID 0.9307692307692310.952777777777778 0.975 0.9575 0.996666666666667 0.986 0.995081967213115 1 0.948

Max 56 66 66 70 60 80 1522 86.0 50

Min 30 30 30 30 30 30 1400 80 20

IDEFICS-9B InstructBLIP Qwen-VL-Chat
LLaVA-1.5 VideoLLaMA VideoChat 
Video-ChatGPT BT-Adapter LLaMA-VID

Consistency VizWiz GQA

MMB

SQA-Image

SEED

VQA-V2

MME

POPEActivityNetMSVD

MSRVTT

Correctness

Detail

Context

Temporal

2.5

3.0

3.6

2.5

3.0

70%

58%

50%

66%

66%

56%

70%

1522

60%

80%

86%

2.0
2.0

2.8

2.5

2.3

39%
50% 35% 83%

1461

55%

45%

50%

48%
48%43%

1

Comparisons with different VLMs on video-based benchmarks.



Results & Analysis

Results
• Video-based benchmarks:  achieve top rank on 4 video-based 

QA benchmarks with 2 tokens for each frame.
• Image-based benchmarks: achieve top rank on 8 image-based 

QA benchmarks with +1 context token in LLaVA.
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表格 1
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Results & Analysis

Analysis
• Token Type:  both context token and content token contribute to 

the performance for image-based QA.
• Token Number: generally, more content tokens bring better 

performance for image-based QA.
• Text Decoder: both raw BERT or pre-trained QFormer bring 

better results, while QFormer is better.
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Ablation study on token number.

Ablation study on token type.

Ablation study on text decoder.



Results & Analysis

Analysis
• Token Type:  both context token and content token contribute to 

the performance for image-based QA.
• Token Number: generally, more content tokens bring better 

performance for image-based QA.
• Text Decoder: both raw BERT or pre-trained QFormer bring 

better results, while QFormer is better.
• Response in Context Attention: the text-guided query effectively 

focuses on important areas relevant to the input questions.
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Question: Are the elephants fighting?
Input Query 1 Query 2

Question: Is this a fishing village?
Input Query 1 Query 2

Question: What tall animals are displayed in the background?
Input Query 1 Query 2

High response areas with top scores to input questions.



Results & Analysis

17/22Comparisons with LLaMA2 [16] and LongLoRA [17] given the same questions.

3-hour Video
Titanic

User: How did Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt 
Bukater meet each other in this movie?

Assistant: Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bu
kater met each other when Rose was about t
o fall off the Titanic, and Jack saved her.

3-hour Video
Interstellar

LLaMA-VID

User: Does Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bu
kater both survive the sinking of the Titanic?

Assistant: No, only Rose survives the sinking. 
Jack is not shown to survive the sinking, but 
he is later seen in a dream that Rose has.

User: How did Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bu
kater meet each other in this movie?

LLaMA 2

Assistant: In the movie Titanic, Jack Dawson a
nd Rose DeWitt Bukater met each other on the 
ship during its ill-fated maiden voyage. Rose, a 
high-society passenger, was being pursued by h
er fiancé, Cal Hockley, but she felt suffocated 
by their relationship and longed for something 
more authentic. One night, Jack, a penniless ar
tist, won passage on the ship in a poker game a
nd was able to enter the first-class section, wh
ere he met Rose on the deck. They struck up a 
conversation and quickly formed a connection, 
despite their different social backgrounds.

User: How did Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bu
kater meet each other in this movie?

LongLoRA

Assistant: Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Buka
ter met each other on the RMS Titanic during i
ts maiden voyage in 197. Rose was traveling firs
t class and Jack was traveling third class. They 
were drawn together after Jack saved Rose fr
om drowning in the ship's swimming pool. Their 
chance meeting and subsequent romance was cu
t short when the Titanic sank, killing Jack and s
eparating Rose from her fiancé, Cal Hockley. H
owever, Rose never forgot Jack and the time t
hey spent together, carrying a flame of love fo
r him for the rest of her life.

User: Does Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bukat
er both survive the sinking of the Titanic?

Assistant: No, in the movie Titanic, Jack Daws
on (played by Leonardo DiCaprio) does not survi
ve the sinking of the Titanic. He dies in the icy 
waters of the North Atlantic after helping Ros
e DeWitt Bukater (played by Kate Winslet) esc
ape on a liferaft. Rose, on the other hand, does 
survive and is rescued by the crew of the RMS 
Carpathia.

User: Does Jack Dawson and Rose DeWitt Bukat
er both survive the sinking of the Titanic?

Assistant: According to the story, Jack Dawso
n and Rose DeWitt Bukater both survive the sin
king of the Titanic. After the ship hits the iceb
erg and begins to sink, Jack saves Rose from th
e freezing water by pulling her onto the ship's 
rail. They are then able to escape the sinking s
hip together, with Jack helping Rose onto a life
boat. Though the ship is destroyed, Jack and R
ose both live on through their love.

User: How did Cooper transmit data from the 
black hole to Murphy?

Assistant: Cooper transmitted data from th
e black hole to Murphy by using a watch that 
had been given to Murphy by Cooper.

LLaMA-VID

User: How did Cooper transmit data from the bl
ack hole to Murphy?

LLaMA 2

Assistant: There is no character named Murph
y in the movie Interstellar, and there is no sce
ne where a character named Cooper transmits 
data from a black hole. The movie Interstellar 
is a work of science fiction and does not depict 
any real events or technology. Therefore, it is 
not possible for Cooper to transmit data from 
a black hole to Murphy, as there is no Murphy c
haracter in the movie and no such technology e
xists.

User: How did Cooper transmit data from the bl
ack hole to Murphy?

LongLoRA

Assistant: Cooper realizes that TARS, the rob
ot, is the only one standing between him and bei
ng able to transmit data from the black hole to 
Murphy. TARS has the ability to transmit data 
through radio waves, so Cooper comes up with a 
plan to have TARS transmit the quantum data h
e has collected while inside the black hole. Coop
er programs TARS to transmit the data in Mor
se code, which TARS is able to understand and 
decode. Through this method, Cooper is able to 
successfully transmit the data from the black 
hole to Murphy, who is able to receive and unde
rstand it.

User: Why does time pass slower on Miller's 
planet than on Earth? How slowly does it go?

Assistant: Time passes slower on Miller's pla
net because it is in orbit around a black hole, 
which has a strong gravitational pull. The str
onger the gravitational pull, the slower time 
moves. On Miller's planet, time moves at abo
ut 7 years per hour, compared to Earth's 1 h
our per hour. This is because the black hole'
s gravity is so strong that it distorts space-t
ime, causing time to run more slowly.

User: Why does time pass slower on Miller's pla
net than on Earth? How slowly does it go?

Assistant: In the movie Interstellar, time runs 
slower on Miller planet than on Earth due to th
e planet's strong gravitational pull. The stronge
r the gravitational force, the slower time passe
s, according to Einstein's theory of general rel
ativity. On Miller planet, the gravitational force 
is much stronger than on Earth, causing time to 
slow down significantly. The exact slowing down 
of time on Miller planet is not explicitly stated 
in the movie, but it is implied to be around 1.5 t
o 2 times slower than on Earth. This means tha
t for. This time dilation effect become every h
our that passes on Earth, only around 45 minut
es would pass on Miller planets more pronounce
d as you approach the planet's surface, making 
time appear to slow down even more.

User: Why does time pass slower on Miller's pla
net than on Earth? How slowly does it go?

Assistant: Miller planet orbits a black hole, whi
ch has a huge gravitational pull. This causes tim
e to run slower on Miller planet compared to Ea
rth. Specifically, time runs 7 years slower on M
iller planet for every 1 year spent on Earth. Th
e effect is more pronounced the closer one get
s to the black hole. So time runs significantly sl
ower on Miller planet, especially in the vicinity 
of the black hole.

Input with 3-hour movie 
Interstellar
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User: Please describe this image in detail.

Assistant: The image features a young ma
n in a blue outfit, likely from the game seri
es "The Legend of Zelda," standing on top 
of a large rock formation.
He appears to be looking out over the land
scape, possibly contemplating his next mov
e or enjoying the view. The rock formation 
is surrounded by a beautiful blue sky, with 
clouds scattered throughout the scene……

User: What's the name of this young man 
and game, and where he comes from?

Assistant: The young man in the image is n
amed Link, and he comes from the land of 
Hyrule, which is the setting for the popula
r video game series "The Legend of Zelda."

User: Try to write a short poem on it.

Assistant: A man in blue, On a cliff high a
bove, With a sword in his hand, He looks o
ut to the land.
The sky is blue and clear, The clouds are w
hite and fluffy, The man stands tall and st
rong, A warrior in his own way…...

Single Image

User: Please describe this video in detail.

Assistant: The video starts with a carto
on character standing in front of a castl
e, which is surrounded by a beautiful lan
dscape. The character is holding a bucke
t and appears to be observing the surrou
ndings. The scene then transitions to a t
rain, where the character is seen sitting 
inside the train. The train is surrounded 
by lush greenery and appears to be movin
g through a scenic route……

User: What's the name of the movie desc
ribed in this video?

Assistant: The movie described in this vi
deo is "Zootopia."

User: Who produce the movie?

Assistant: The movie is produced by Wa
lt Disney Pictures.

3-min Video
Zootopia Trailer

User: What's the type of this movie?

Assistant: The movie is a Disney anima
ted film.

3-hour Video
Avatar

User: Summarize the plot of this movie.

Assistant: Avatar follows Jake Sully, a 
disabled former Marine who is recruited 
by the RDA to work on Pandora, a moon r
ich in a valuable mineral called unobtaniu
m. Jake's twin brother, Tommy, died in a 
helmet-cam accident, and Jake is offere
d his place in the Avatar Program, which 
allows humans to link with the native Na'
vi, a humanoid species. Jake is assigned t
o the avatar of his deceased brother……

User: How human work on Pandora?

Assistant: Humans work on Pandora by u
sing avatars, which are grown from huma
n DNA mixed with the DNA of the nativ
e Na‘vi, to interact with the environment 
and the Na‘vi.

User: Why Jake Sully decide to fight agai
nst humanity with the Na'vi?

Assistant: Jake Sully decides to fight a
gainst humanity with the Na'vi after he 
falls in love with the Na'vi and their way 
of life, and after he realizes that the hu
man military is destroying their home an
d culture.

Examples of LLaMA-VID with single image, short video, and hour-long video.
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Input with 1.5-min video 
GTA6 Trailer 



Future Plan
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What’s the Next?
• Motion:  how to model motion across frames?
• Detail: how to preserve frame details in some key frames?

Inference with the last frame. Inference without the last frame.
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[Project]  [Code]  [Demo]  [Paper]  [Model]

https://llama-vid.github.io/
https://github.com/dvlab-research/LLaMA-VID
http://10.181.5.113:7864/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.17043
https://huggingface.co/YanweiLi

